COMBAT PATROLTM: WWII
Supplement for the

South Pacific
By John R. “Buck” Surdu

1 INTRODUCTION
Combat PatrolTM provides a comprehensive set of
rules for skirmishes set in World War II. This
supplement provides guidance for adapting the
rules to the unique conditions and tactics of fighting
in the South Pacific. The Japanese began the
campaign with elite forces at high morale. US
Marine forces also began the campaign at a high
level of training and morale, while with the
exception of the 25th Infantry Division, the US Army
began the campaign with little experience and poor
training. Most of this changed after Guadalcanal,
where elite Japanese forces and US Marines
experienced heavy losses. By that time, US Army
National Guard divisions had greatly improved.
Throughout the fighting in the South Pacific the
Australians were widely regarded as having
provided the most proficient and effective infantry.

are not uncommon. Still, there are examples of
individual soldiers and small units surrendering.
One can easily find examples of Japanese leaders at
all levels ordering units to fall back and regroup.
I think it is relatively rare for a whole unit to
suddenly decide to run away. Morale failure is more
accurately represented as loss of cohesion and
control by unit leaders. The morale results on the
cards in the Combat Patrol™: World War II Action
Decks are designed around individual morale
failure. When enough negative individual results
occur, the unit appears to have broken morale. To
better represent Japanese morale, this supplement
provides alternative morale results to be used for
Japanese units.

Fighting in the South Pacific was not homogenous.
Each campaign and island provided a unique set of
circumstances. One common theme is that the
jungle environment of the South Pacific was a
horrendous environment in which to operate. None
of the belligerents were initially trained or prepared
for jungle fighting, and soldiers suffered terribly.
This was exacerbated by the difficulty of supplying
troops and evacuating casualties through trackless
jungle and steep mountains. Even the Japanese,
who had been an irresistible juggernaut across
China and Manchuria, had not trained or equipped
their soldiers for the South Pacific.

Notice that every Action Deck card has a serial
number, such as “7014,” which indicates card 14 in
deck 7. Within each Action Deck, the last two digits
are unique. Card 25 in every Action Deck is the
same. When checking Guts for Japanese units,
instead of reading the results on the card, read the
results in Table 1. These results provide fewer
individual results and more unit results, which I
think better represent Japanese morale. I also
think these new morale results are useful for using
Combat Patrol™ for other “fanatic” forces, such as
Moros in the Philippines.

Game masters may well have to incorporate
sections of this supplement in a “Chinese menu”
approach in order to represent a specific island or
battle.

For players who do not like this added step of
looking up the card serial number on Table 1, I have
produced new Action Decks for the Japanese. The
top two thirds of each card are exactly the same as
the corresponding card in any of the other Action
Deck. The only differences are in the morale results.

2 JAPANESE MORALE
The common perception that Japanese soldiers and
units never retreated and never surrendered is only
partially true. The military code of Japan and the
fact that being captured would shame a soldier’s
whole family certainly contributed to horrendous
and unnecessary waste of life within the Japanese
armed forces.
Examples of entire battalions
committing suicide or the Japanese issuing
grenades to wounded in hospitals to kill themselves

Note: Some results say that a figure or unit “charges
toward the nearest enemy with the advantages and
disadvantages of a Banzai! charge.” This charge
only lasts for the current activation, not until a
Game Master card is pulled (see Section 3.7).
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Table 1: Japanese Morale Results
Card
Number
1

2

Color Text
"This place ain't healthy,
Buntaicho!" Figure with the lowest
Guts…
Die in the service of the Emperor!
All wounded figures…

Result in the Open

Result in Cover

runs 10" toward cover or away from becomes stunned.
enemy, becomes stunned.
charge toward nearest enemy, with
the advantages and disadvantages
of a Banzai charge.
runs 10" away from the enemy,
realizes he has lost face, and kills
himself; removed from game.

charge toward nearest enemy, with
the advantages and disadvantages
of a Banzai charge.
runs 10" away from the enemy,
realizes he has lost face, and kills
himself; removed from game.

3

"Disgrace to family!" Leader…

4

"Take cover!" Number of figures
equal to remaining number of
morale pips…

runs 10" toward cover or away from becomes stunned.
enemy, becomes stunned.

5
6

"Prepare to attack!" All figures…
Die in the service of the Emperor.
Number of figures equal to
remaining number of morale pips…
"Save strength for the Emperor!"
Unit…
"@$#%! That was close!" Unit…
"Snap out of it!" Figure with the
highest Guts…
"Strength of spirit!" All figures…
"Lemme at 'em!" Figure with the
highest Guts…

are unaffected.
charge toward nearest enemy, with
the advantages and disadvantages
of a Banzai! charge.
runs off the table; removed from
the game.
becomes pinned.
becomes un-stunned.

become un-stunned.
charge toward nearest enemy, with
the advantages and disadvantages
of a Banzai! charge.
becomes pinned.

become un-stunned.
runs 10" toward the enemy; does
not count as a Banzai! charge.

become un-stunned.
fires at nearest enemy.

runs 10" toward the enemy; does
not count as a Banzai! charge.
becomes un-stunned.

fires at nearest enemy.

become un-stunned.
dies of wounds.

become un-stunned.
dies of wounds.

become un-stunned.

become un-stunned.

17

"You no good, GI!" Figure with the
highest Guts...
"Snap out of it!" Figure with the
highest Guts…
"Strength of spirit!" All figures…
"Called by kami!" Random
wounded figure…
"Strength of spirit!" All wounded
figures…
"Called by kami!" Leader…

18

"Banzai!" Unit…

is grazed by a stray round and
becomes stunned.
is unaffected.

19

"Banzai?!" Leader…

20

"Hold to the death!” Unit...

is hit by a stray round; draw a card
for hit location and effect.
charges toward the enemy with the
advantages and disadvantages of a
Banzai! charge.
charges toward the enemy with the
advantages and disadvantages of a
Banzai! charge. Other soldiers are
unaffected.
is unaffected, ignores morale
checks but may not move under
any circumstances, except to pivot
in place, for the remainder of the
game.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2

becomes pinned.
becomes un-stunned.

becomes un-stunned.

charges toward the enemy with the
advantages and disadvantages of a
Banzai! charge. Other soldiers are
unaffected.
is unaffected, ignores morale
checks but may not move under
any circumstances, except to pivot
in place, for the remainder of the
game.

21

"No sweat!" Unit….

22

"No sweat!" Unit….

23

"No sweat!" Unit….

24

"All okay, Buntaicho!" Unit….

25

"All okay, Buntaicho!" Unit….

26

"GIs are weak!" Unit…

is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected.

27

"GIs are weak!" Unit…

is unaffected.

28

"GIs are weak!" Unit…

is unaffected.

29

"GIs are weak!" Unit…

is unaffected.

30

"GIs are weak!" Unit…

is unaffected.

31

"The Emperor tells us GIs can't
fight!" Unit…
"The Emperor tells us GIs can't
fight!" Unit…
"The Emperor tells us GIs can't
fight!" Unit…
"The Emperor tells us GIs can't
fight!" Unit…
"The Emperor tells us GIs can't
fight!" Unit…
"The Emperor tells us GIs can't
fight!" Unit…
"GIs are devils!" Random wounded
figure…
"No surrender!" Random wounded
figure…

is unaffected; regular units remove
all remaining morale pips.
is unaffected; regular units remove
all remaining morale pips.
is unaffected.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43

"What do we do now, Buntaicho?"
Unit…
"What do we do now, Buntaicho?"
Unit…
"My kid sister shoots better than
that!" Unit…
"What do we do now, Buntaicho?"
Unit…
"The Emperor's cat shoots better
than that!"

44
45

"You call that shooting?!" Unit…
"Save strength for the Emperor!"
Unit…

46

"Victory or death!” Unit…

is unaffected.
is unaffected.
is unaffected.
commits suicide rather than risk
capture; removed from the game.
charges toward nearest enemy,
with the advantages and
disadvantages of a Banzai! charge.
dithers; all soldiers stunned.

is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; elite units remove all
remaining morale markers.
is unaffected; regular units remove
all remaining morale pips.
is unaffected; regular units remove
all remaining morale pips.
is unaffected; regular units remove
all remaining morale pips.
is unaffected; regular units remove
all remaining morale pips.
is unaffected; regular units remove
all remaining morale pips.
is unaffected; green units remove
all remaining morale pips.
becomes stunned.
charge toward nearest enemy, with
the advantages and disadvantages
of a Banzai! charge.
dithers; all soldiers stunned.

dithers; all soldiers stunned.

dithers; all soldiers stunned.

is unaffected.

is unaffected.

dithers; all soldiers stunned.

dithers; all soldiers stunned.

is unaffected.

is unaffected.

is unaffected.
is unaffected.
runs 10" away from the enemy
becomes pinned.
toward the NEXT piece of cover and
then becomes pinned.
is unaffected.
is unaffected.
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47

"Banzai!" Unit…

charges toward the nearest enemy charges toward the nearest enemy
with the advantages and
with the advantages and
disadvantages of a Banzai! charge. disadvantages of a Banzai! charge.
48
"Banzai!" Unit…
charges toward the nearest enemy charges toward the nearest enemy
with the advantages and
with the advantages and
disadvantages of a Banzai! charge. disadvantages of a Banzai! charge.
49
"Victory or death!” Unit…
is unaffected.
is unaffected.
50
"Redeploy!" Unit…
runs 10" away from the enemy
becomes pinned.
toward the NEXT piece of cover and
then becomes pinned.
speed. All figures participating in the Banzai!
charge move toward the enemy to enter into melee.
If an enemy figure is visible, the charging Japanese
3 BANZAI! CHARGE
figure must move toward it until it makes contact.
The classic Banzai! charge was not an ad hoc
Charging figures may not conduct moving fire.
event. Sources seem to indicate that battalions
would prepare in advance for such a charge.
3.3 Reaction Fire
Marines on Guadalcanal and Soldiers in other
Allied figures may use normal Reaction rules to fire
locations report that the Japanese would chant
at charging Japanese. Apply the “fire at moving
throughout the night to psych themselves up for a
target” modifier. No cover protection is afforded the
dawn charge. For gaming purposes, however, it is
Japanese figures. They are charging and not trying
fun to incorporate such charges into games set in
to take cover. The Banzai! charge begins when the
the South Pacific; although, they are probably
dice are all changed. Fire that takes place before the
inappropriate for fighting in other theaters. To
charge is initiated applies cover effects.
represent Banzai! charges, use the following rules.

3.4 Melee

3.1 Declaring a Banzai! Charge

Japanese get an additional +1 melee modifier during
the banzai charge. The Banzai! charge begins when
the dice are all changed. Melee that occurs prior to
the charge being initiated does not get the +1
modifier.

At the beginning of a turn, before the first card is
drawn from the Activation Deck, the Japanese
player declares that a platoon leader is going to lead
a Banzai! charge. At that time, the player
designates which teams and squads will participate
in the charge. All teams and squads must be within
command radii traced from the platoon leader.
Declaration of a Banzai! charge can be done in
secret, between the player and the GM. Only one
Banzai! charge may be declared per game.

3.5 Morale
Charging Japanese accrue morale markers, but not
stun markers, even when wounded. Morale checks
are not made until after the Banzai! charge is
concluded.

When the Activation Card is drawn for any of the
units participating in the Banzai! charge (including
the platoon leader), all the units’ command dice are
changed to that number. If all soldiers within a
participating team are stunned, the team does not
participate. If at least one soldier in the
participating team is not stunned the entire team
advances – even the stunned figures. All existing
stun markers are removed. Pinned units
participate in the banzai charge as long as at least
one figure in the unit is not stunned, but they
remain pinned and only activate on black cards. If a
unit that is conducting a Banzai! charge is pinned
due to loss of the leader, it continues to participate
in the charge.

3.2 Movement

3.6 Subsequent Activations

All units draw two cards from the Action Deck for
movement allowance. Wounded figures move at half

In the first turn of the Banzai! charge, all the
command dice are change to that of the first unit to
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activate, as described in Section 3.1. This is not true
in subsequent activations. Units participating in the
Banzai! charge activate normally.

Allied figures and vehicles may conduct normal
Reaction fire. Figures conducting suicide charges
ignore stuns or wounds (other than incapacitation)
during the suicide attack. A charging figure may
employ the optional sprinting rule in Section 7.1 of
the free optional rules supplement.

3.7 Ending a Banzai Charge
At the end of the turn (i.e., when the re-roll
and reshuffle card is drawn), the “Game Master”
card is added to the Activation Deck. The Banzai!
charge continues until the GM card is drawn or until
all participating Japanese figures are incapacitated.
This could be several turns if the “Re-Roll and
Reshuffle” card is drawn before the GM card. Until
the charge concludes all units roll their own
command die.

The attack on the vehicle is resolved normally. To
account for the willingness of the figure conducting
the suicide charge to take extra risks to get very
close to the target vehicle, the figure does not apply
the modifier for moving fire. After the attack on the
enemy tank, the figure is removed from the game; it
was, after all, a suicide charge. The team from
which the suicide attacker came does NOT accrue a
morale marker for wounds on the suicide attacker
or from his incapacitation.

When the GM card is drawn, the Banzai! charge is
concluded. All participating Japanese figures are
stunned. All Japanese units immediately resolve all
accrued morale checks.

5 DIE IN PLACE RULE
A Japanese player may designate some number of
his force to be ordered to die in place. The number
that may be so designated is determined by the GM
prior to the game. This designation occurs after
forces are deployed on the table but prior to the
game beginning. Die-in-place designation may not
be changed during the game.

4 SUICIDE ATTACKS ON ALLIED
VEHICLES
The Japanese were known to conduct suicide
charges with weapons like lunge mines to destroy
Allied vehicles. Close assaults on vehicles are
already covered in Section 4.8 of the rulebook.
Similarly lunge mines already exist in rules. Those
rules are modified only slightly for Japanese suicide
charges.

Japanese figures ordered to die in place may never
move from their position for any reason during the
game. They may turn to face another direction,
including moving to another aperture in a building
or bunker, but they may not otherwise move.
Morale results that would have die-in-place figures
move away from or toward the enemy are instead
converted to Stun results.

When a unit activates, the controlling player may
declare that one or two figures within that team will
conduct a suicide attack. The player moves the
figure up to its movement allowance toward an
enemy vehicle. He must have a lunge mine, sticky
grenade, satchel charge, or some other anti-tank
weapon.

6 JAPANESE NIGHT
INFILTRATION
The Japanese were quite adept at stealthy night
infiltration preceding an attack. There are many
accounts of Japanese crawling to within hand
grenade range completely undetected by their
enemies. Night infiltration does not happen during
the game; it happens before the game begins.
The game master determines what portion of
Japanese forces or which Japanese units may
infiltrate. The Japanese player places those forces
within hand grenade range (i.e., four inches) of an
Allied unit.
The Japanese unit must be in a
concealed area, such as jungle or a ditch. This could
be behind the Allied unit if desired.
For each infiltrating unit, draw an Action Card and
look at the hit indicator, looking at the icon
corresponding to the Guts rating of the nearest
Allied unit with no modifiers.
If a “miss” is
indicated, the infiltrating unit remains where
5

placed. If a “hit” is indicated, place the unit at lease
twelve inches from all Allied units.
This is the
starting location for the Japanese infiltrators.

It is interesting that both Japanese and Allied
memoirs often refer to the fear of the enemy placing
snipers in trees. Carlson’s Raiders on Makin Island
were convinced that the Japanese were employing
this tactic.
While it undoubtedly occurred,
documented incidents are surprisingly rare. The
Japanese were far more likely to build wellconcealed rifle pits or dig “bunkers” under large tree
roots. These roots also provided effective protection
against allied artillery.

Non-infiltrating Japanese units enter the table as
indicated by the GM.

7 ALMOST NO JAPANESE
ARTILLERY
All sources agree that Japanese artillery was rare
and that Japanese artillery doctrine was poor and
inflexible, unable to adapt to unexpected situations.
Japanese artillery was effective during assaults
when it could be sighted and planned in advance,
but if the attack got off its timetable the value of
Japanese artillery plummeted. Control of Japanese
artillery was centralized, and artillery fire against
targets of opportunity was almost nonexistent.
While it may have occurred, I haven’t read a single
account of platoon leaders calling for artillery fire.
In designing scenarios for fighting in the South
Pacific, Game Masters should only give the
Japanese
artillery
support
in
very
rare
circumstances or in historical situations in which it
was actually present.

In many cases, the rules for spotting in Section 3.17
of the basic rules and Section 7.12 of the Optional
Rules supplement do not adequately reflect the
expertise with which Japanese disguised their
fighting positions. Use the spotting rules in Section
7.12, including those spotting conditions found in
Table 9 of the Optional Rules Supplement, but in
addition to the modifiers shown in Table 10, apply
an automatic two shifts to the right for any
Japanese positions designated by the Game Master
as “well camouflaged.” This will mean that in most
cases, the Japanese will remain unspotted until
Allied figures bump into them or until the Japanese
open fire.

10 VEHICLES

8 ALMOST NO JAPANESE AIR
SUPPORT

While the use of vehicles by the Japanese seems to
have been limited to China, Burma, and India, the
Allies employed tanks and other vehicles in the
South Pacific. In campaigns like the Australian fight
over the Kokoda Trail humans could barely traverse
the terrain, and vehicle traffic was impossible. But
in other battles, the Allies quickly realized that
tanks were an effective way of knocking out
Japanese bunkers and improved positions.

The Japanese provided their ground forces almost
no close air support in the South Pacific. I have
encountered very few accounts of Japanese aircraft
attacking ground troops.
The few air assets
available were generally employed to attack Allied
shipping, aircraft, or high-value ground targets, like
ammunition dumps or command posts. Unless a
historical scenario actually involved close air
support, game masters should not allocate air
attacks to the Japanese player(s).

In the South Pacific, the most common vehicles were
Stuart light tanks, Sherman tanks, jeeps, and
transport vehicles, some of which were amphibious.
The South Pacific even enables players to use Lee
and Grant tanks somewhere other than North
Africa.
Both Stuart and Sherman tanks were
sometimes modified as flamethrower tanks (see
Section 12).

9 SPOTTING HIDDEN JAPANESE
POSITIONS
Japanese tactics in the South Pacific switched from
aggressive, almost suicidal, attacks to a defensive,
even more suicidal, determination to hold every
inch of terrain at all costs. Once this occurred, the
Japanese seemed to be quite proficient at creating
positions that were extremely difficult to detect
even at very short distances. In some sense the
terrain was a great assistant. Even if they cleared
an area to build a bunker, the moist conditions
caused vegetation to grow quickly and cover the
position within a few days. By the time the Allies
approached, the positions were nearly invisible until
the Japanese opened fire.

No special rules are needed for vehicles in the South
Pacific, and nearly every vehicle players might want
to employ is covered in the data tables in the basic
rules and available for free download from the rules’
Web page.
Vehicle mobility should be greatly restricted. Game
Masters should designate significant portions of the
gaming table as impassible terrain. Most streams
should be impassible due to the steep or muddy
banks. Much of the rest of the table should be “Elite”
when checking for bogging down, as described in
Section 4.3.4 of the base rules. Ocean surf and
jungle should be considered “Regular” when
6

conducting a bog check. Most trails should be
“Green.” Only hard packed sand on beaches or the
occasional road would be considered easily
traversed terrain, not requiring a bog check.

11 VEHICLE-MOUNTED FLAME
THROWERS
The Allies learned that in the absence of heavy
artillery, vehicle-mounted flamethrowers were an
effective means of knocking out Japanese defensive
positions.
Vehicle-mounted flamethrowers were
used in the European theater as well, but they
appear to be more characteristic of the fighting in
the Pacific, which is why special rules for them are
included in this supplement. Section 3.20 of the
original rules describes how flamethrowers are
represented in Combat Patrol™.

may remove the out-of-ammunition marker in a
subsequent activation.

11.1 Shooting:
Man-pack flamethrowers could shoot 50 meters, but
vehicle mounted flamethrowers could shoot as far
as 150 meters. Instead of placing one of the
flamethrower templates from Figure 3-7 of the
original rules on the muzzle of the man-pack
flamethrower, vehicle-mounted flamethrowers have
range bands like other weapons.
Weapon
Tanks with flame throwers
instead of bow machineguns
(e.g., Stuart M5A1 with
E5R1-M3 or E5R2-M3,
Russian OT-34, etc.)
Tanks with flame throwers
instead of main guns (Stuart
M3/M3A1 Satan, M4A3R3
“Zippo,” etc.)
Churchill “Crocodile”

Short Medium

Long

4

8

16

6

12

24

8

16

32

Place the tip of the arrow of the vehicle-mounted
flamethrower template in Figure 1 on the
designated target area, aligning the arrow toward
the firing weapon. As with man-pack flamethrowers
in Section 3.20, determine if the weapon hit its
designated target, and if not, adjust the actual point
of impact (the tip of the arrow). Then use the Action
Deck to determine the status of any figures, friendly
or enemy, that touch the template.

11.2 Ammunition:
The flamethrower section in the base rules
references vehicle-mounted flamethrowers, saying
that they follow the normal out-of-ammunition rules
in Section 3.7, rather than the five-shot restriction
in Section 3.20. If a vehicle-mounted flamethrower
receives an out-of-ammunition result, the operators

Figure 1: Vehicle-mounted flamethrower
template.
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12 JAPANESE REVENGE

These values shown in Table 2 are a
recommendation. Game masters should feel free to
modify them for specific scenarios.

Revisionist historians have written much about
racism in the Pacific.
Allied soldiers in the
European Theater did not love their enemies, but
cartoons depicting Japanese soldiers with buckteeth
and thick glasses did not create the hatred of the
Japanese in the Pacific. It is unlikely that Allied
soldiers ever saw these cartoons designed to unify
those on the home front. This hatred was based on
the senseless slaughter that resulted from the
Japanese warrior code that made them fight to the
last man.
Western soldiers could understand
fighting tenaciously, but taking needless casualties
to root individual Japanese out of caves created a
deep-seated hatred.
Tales of Japanese sailors
drowning themselves rather than being rescued by
Allied ships made them appear fanatical and
heartless.

US Marines were an all-volunteer force throughout
the war. From boot camp, Marines are imbued with
the ethos that one Marine is equivalent to ten of
anyone else. (My uncle found out in a bar outside
Camp Lejeune that this might not be true
universally.)
Marines gained a well-deserved
reputation in WWI and WWII for marksmanship.
The Marines entered the war with high discipline,
morale, and training. Still, the Marines suffered
extensive casualties on Guadalcanal and spent
months afterward rebuilding. Marine divisions that
fought after Guadalcanal were essentially green
units with a sprinkling of experienced leaders. The
Marines continued to adapt their organization and
doctrine throughout the war.
Their initial
organization looked much like the Army with a
squad consisting of two half squads (often with boltaction rifles) and containing one BAR. By the end of
the war, they were organized with squads of three
four-man teams, each including a BAR. While the
Marines lead the way in air-ground coordination,
they were slow to recognize the value of armored
vehicles in the Pacific.

The South Pacific was Westerners’ first experience
with wounded soldiers lying on grenades to kill or
maim them. (They were less surprised when they
saw these tactics again in Korea and Vietnam.) On
numerous occasions the Japanese gave grenades to
their dying and wounded men in hospitals to kill
themselves and take Allied soldiers with them.
There are numerous accounts of Japanese
pretending to surrender and then blowing
themselves up when they got near Allied soldiers. It
is clear that once units experienced these kinds of
“tricks,” soldiers were significantly less likely to
accept Japanese surrender attempts, even on those
occasions when it was offered.

The US Army did not enter the war in as strong a
state of readiness as the Marines. The Army had
been characteristically gutted and ignored between
the wars. When the National Guard divisions were
nationalized, they were torn apart, reorganized,
mixed together, and reorganized again. Despite the
Louisiana Maneuvers and other attempts to
improve the readiness of the Army, the National
Guard divisions were thrown into combat without
proper training.
The 25th Infantry Division,
however, was a notable exception, entering the war
with high morale and excellent training, performing
as well as the best soldiers in the theater. By the
middle of the war, all US Army divisions, including
the National Guard divisions, had combat
experience, stronger leaders, and higher morale. By
any measure the Army conducted more amphibious
assaults and more ground operations than the
Marines, yet the popular myth is that the Army just
showed up to give Marines a break from time to
time.
(By the way, mopping up determined
Japanese defenders is no picnic.) Game masters
can easily build scenarios involving the Army, not
just the Marines.

To reflect this, all Incapacitated Japanese figures
may be holding a grenade. Allied soldiers may
ensure that the Japanese solider is dead by stopping
two inches away and spending an action to fire at
the Japanese soldier. When this happens, the
incapacitated Japanese figure is removed from the
table.
If an Allied figure does not take the precaution of
firing at an incapacitated Japanese figure, he may
be surprised by a booby trap. When the first Allied
figure comes within an inch of an Incapacitated
figure on the table, the Allied player draws a card
from the Activation Deck and consults the HE burst
icons.
Any burst icon indicates that the
incapacitated figure was hiding a grenade. Draw
another card from the action deck to resolve this
grenade attack as described in Section 1.7 of the
basic rules. The incapacitated Japanese figure is
removed from the table.

By all accounts the Australian Army is regarded as
the best fighters in the theater. While no more
trained for jungle fighting than anyone else at the
start of the campaign, they adapted quickly. Their
aggressive spirit and tactical acumen made them
feared and respected. They were organized on the
British model.

13 UNIT RATINGS
This section provides guidance on how to rate units
in scenarios using Combat Patrol™: World War II.
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Table 2: Recommended Unit Ratings

The Japanese South Seas Detachment was a welltrained, spirited, disciplined fighting force, elite by
any standard. Japanese doctrine, poor coordination
between the Army and the Navy, and adherence to
their fanatical warrior code resulted in unnecessary
and wasteful casualties.
The South Seas
Detachment was all but destroyed on Guadalcanal,
few making it off the island to fight again. Other
Japanese units, despite high morale, fell far short of
the esprit and effectiveness of the South Seas
Detachment. Japanese ground forces had little
artillery support, almost no close air support, and
were often left behind to die rather than being pulled
out to regroup and fight another day.
Many
bypassed garrisons became subsistence farmers and
retained little combat value after being cut off by the
Americans and left to rot by the Imperial Japanese
Navy.
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Unit

G

A

M

E

R

US Marines prior to and
including Guadalcanal

E

E

1

3

4

US Marines after
Guadalcanal

R

E

1

3

3

US Army 25th Infantry
Division

R

R

1

3

4

US Army National
Guard Divisions up to
and including New
Georgia

G

G

1

3

3

Other US Army

R

R

1

3

3

Australian Army

E

R

2

3

3

Japanese South Seas
Detachment

E

R

2

3

3

Starving Japanese
Garrisons

R

G

0

2

2

Other Japanese Army

R

R

2

3

3

